This is the ottoman. It has a false top
cushion and the client really didn’t
want to re-upholster.

This inset piece ( I call it the indent) is
what gives the false cushion look. In our
slipcover this section is a separate piece
of fabric.

Make a box cushion without a zipper and
with no ‘bottom’.

I made some of these sample pieces on green fabric so the lines would be more
apparent than on the actual fabric I was using.
Cut the indent piece long enough to go around your top cushion and the width to cut is
the depth of the indentation plus 3/4” for seam allowance times two.

Mark the corners with a snip. On
the wrong side of the strip, draw
the following lines about 6 inches
long,( 3 inches on either side of
the center snip): the center of the
strip as well as the 2 seam
allowances. On this slipcover the
indent is 2 inches deep ( an
arbitrary figure, 2 inches just
looked about right.) so the strip is
5 1/2” wide. The lines are at 3/4”,
2 3/4” and 4 3/4” from the top. Do
this at each corner.
Fold your indent strip from clipped corner
to clipped corner.
To create the mitered corners mark a line
at 45 degrees from the top seam
allowance to and intersecting the center
line. On this quilters ruler all you need to
do is line up the 45 degree line with the
folded edge and the outside edge of the
ruler is your marking line.

Flip your ruler. Take the bottom point and
flip it so it is now the top point. - See how
the words are now on the back side of the
ruler? The 45 degree line is still on your
fold. Line the tip up with the seam
allowance and again mark along the edge
of the ruler to and intersecting the center
marked line.

This is your stitching line.
Before you go any further, check the
circumference of the cushion you are
covering and check the
circumference of the actual ottoman.
On my ottoman the cushion
circumference was actually 1”
larger than the ottoman itself. The
cushion extended over the
ottoman just a bit.
Divide 1” by 4 corners -this equals
1/4” that needs to to be taken out
of each corner of the indent on the
bottom edge only. The top edge
will fit around your box cushion.
To account for this on your indent
strip, mark from the bottom seam
allowance line down to the bottom
edge of the strip, in 1/8”. This is
your new sewing line.

Sew on the marked lines
and trim and snip into the
deepest part of the ‘v’.

If you don’t need to make the above adjustment,
this is what your indent piece will look like after
sewing. Note that the sewing starts and stops on
the seam allowance line.

Attach your indent piece to the box
cushion, making sure that if you had
to do a circumference adjustment,
that seam will lie toward the skirt.

The indent piece attached to the
box; (from the wrong side)

An ‘inside’ view. The piece is folded along a
corner. From the left is the indent, the box
and the top of the cushion.
The skirt will be attached to the indent
piece along the seam allowance on the far
left.

The cover will slip over the existing
cushion. Measure from the stitching line
of the welting to the desired length and
construct your chosen skirt.

Attach the skirt and that’s it.

